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Scattering Theory for Elliptic Operators of Arbitrary Order

Martin Schechter

Âbstract

We prove the main theorems of scattering theory for selfadjoint elliptic partial differential operators
of arbitrary order. Under various hypothèses we show that the wave operators exist and are complète,
that the intertwining relations hold, and that the invariance principle holds. One of our main hypothèses

is that each lower order coefficient g(x) satisfies

(1 + 1*1)* J \q(y)\dyeL*(E»)
\x-y\<a

for some a^O, a>0 and for p^ oo such that

L Introduction

In this paper we study scattering theory for operators of the form

P(D) + Q(x,D) (1.1)

in En, where P(D) is an elliptic operator of order 2m with constant real coefficients,
and Q(x, D) is a symmetric operator of order <2m—2 with variable coefficients. The

prototype of (1.1) is the operator

-A+q(x), (1.2)

which has been studied extensively by many authors. Our results are new even in this
case.

One of our results (Theorem 2.7) shows that for P(D) rotationally invariant the
main conclusions of scattering theory hold for (1.1 (and consequently for (1.2)) if each

coefficient q(x) of Q(x9 D) satisfies

sup

\x-y\<9

J k(y)\\x-y\2-"dy-*0 as <5-*0, (1.3)

>\<ô

\q(y)\dy->0 as |x| -> oo, (1.4)
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and there are numbers a>0, a^O and /?< oo such that

a>1~0H^ (1'5)

and

(l + W)a J W(y)\dyel?(E"). (1.6)

Inparticular the wave operators exist and are complète; the intertwining relations and
the invariance principle hold (see Section 2). Another resuit (Theorem 2.6) cornes to
the same conclusion if (1.6) is replaced by

SUP \q(y)\ (i + |x—.y|)~fi dy< + oo (1.7)
X J

holds for some p<i(n— 1). Still others (Theorems 2.3 and 2.4) give hypothèses

depending on the operator P(D) and hold even for P(D) not rotationally invariant.
Kuroda [7] proved thèse results (and the discreteness of the continuum eigen-

values) under the hypothesis

(l + \x\)1+'q(x)eL°> (1.8)

for some 6>0. He does not require that P{D) be rotationally invariant. Note that
(1.8) implies (1.3)—(1.6). Beats [17] and Birman [18] were the first to study scattering
theory for higher order operators. Although his results are weaker, Beals was able to
treat operators of the form

P(x,D) + q(x), (1.9)

where P(x, D) is a uniformly strongly elliptic operator with smooth coefficients. One

of his assumptions is

J I«GOI \x-y\2m-ndy^C(l + \x\ya (1.10)

for some a>n. This implies our hypothèses (cf. Theorem 2.7). Birman obtains similar
results for q(x) bounded and

(l + \x\yq(x)eIS (1.11)

with/?=2 and oc>in. Again this implies (1.3)—(1.6).

The operator (1.2) has received considérable attention in récent years. We quote
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only some of the more récent results. Most of them obtained eigenfunctions evpansions
aswell.Ikebe[9] assumedq(x)=0(\x\~2~e)as \x\ -* oo. Rejto [11] allowedtheestimate
q(x)=0(\x\~s~*/3)9 while Kato [13] showed that (1.8) suffices. Kuroda [6] assumed
(1.3), (1.4) and (1.11) with

0O1-/T1. (1.12)

Alsholm and Schmidt [10] assumed

bounded and tending to 0 as |x| -* oo,

sup J \q(y)\2\x~y\-âdy<«> (1.14)

\\
J

\x-y\<l

for some <5>w-4, and (1.11) holds forp=2 and some <x> 1 -in. For « 3, Kato and
Kuroda [1] showed that qeL3/2 is sufficient, while Simon [13], using a resuit of Kato
[3], extended this to those q satisfying

\q(x)q(y)\ \x-y\~2 d3xd3y<œ. (1.15)

(He calls this the Rollnik class.) Greifenegger, Jorgens, Weidmann and Winkler [12]
assumed

)T J \q(y)\2\x~y\-âdy<co
\x-y\<l

for some t>2 and ô>n~4. It is simple to find potentials which are covered by the

présent paper but which are not included in any of the results quoted. Moreover, we

recapture most of thèse results.
We foliow the method introduced by Kato and Kuroda [1-7], which first proves

an abstract theorem in Hilbert space and then applies this to the partial differential

operator. The abstract theorems that they proved did not quite suit our needs,

although the version given in [7,1] cornes fairly close. In Section 3 we présent a

theorem which differs from that of [7,1] in several crucial respects, but retains
most of the basic features. In Section 4 we show how this theorem can be applied
to obtain our main results, which are stated in the next section. We would like to
thank S. T. Kuroda for making a manuscript of [7] available to us.

In [19] and at a seminar at the Hebrew University given in May, 1973, Agmon
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described his results on gênerai eigenfunction expansions for symmetric operators of
the form

\n\<2m

He assumes that the b\ satisfy (1.8) and that b\ has compact support and is a compact
operator from H2l"-M»2 to L2. After thèse lectures, we realized that the results of the

présent paper hold even when Q (x, D) is of order 2m as long as its highest order
coefficients are bounded and P (D) + Q (x, D) is bounded from below. Ail of the proofs
apply unchanged.

M. Thompson (Comm. Pure Appl. Math. 25 (1972) 499-532) obtains eigenfunction

expansions for higher order elliptic operators. Because his expansions are done
in the classical sensé, he is required to make assumptions on the operator which are

more restrictive than those of Agmon.

2. The Main Results

Let jc= (*!,..., xn) represent a generic point in En, and set |x|2=jcÎH \-x2n.

l^j^n. Foranymulti-indexfi (fil9 -s/iJofnonnegativeintegerSjWeset
+^ and D'c Z)î1...jDJ". We also write Jt^x?1... x£w, and consider a

polynomial

Z %^ (2.1)
||<2

of degree 2m with real coefficients, where £ (£1?..., Çn). The partial differential operator

corresponding to P(£) is

P(D)= I aJT. (2.2)
\\^2

Let Cq dénote the set of complex valued functions in Cq (En) which hâve compact
supports. Consider P(D) as an operator on L2=L2 (En) with domain Co°°. It is known
that it has a closure Po which is self-adjoint (cf., e.g., [14, p. 62]). Our first assumption
is

(I) There are positive constants a and K such that

P(O>a\Ç\2m-K9 ZeE». (2.3)

Next we consider the variable coefficient operator

Q(x,D)= £ Pj(D)qJk(x)Pk(D), (2.4)
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where the Pk (D) are constant coefficient operators of orders mk<m and F (£) dénotes
the polynomial whose coefficients are the complex conjugates of those of P(£). We

assume that the coefficients satisfy qjk(x) qkj(x). Our hypothèses concerning the
coefficients will be expressed in terms of the quantities

J \h(y)\2coa(x-y)dy9
\x-y[<ô

where

<»«(*H*r~" for
1 —log|jc| for oc=n
1 for a>«.

We write Na(h)=Na>1(h)9 and we shall say that heNa if Na(h)<co. Our second as-

sumption is

(II) Foreachyandk,qJk(x)=gjk(x)hjk(x),whQTQgjkeN2m.2mjandhJkeN2m_2mk.
Also

I^WI2^^O as |x|-oo. (2.5)

Moreover, for those j satisfying 2w<2/wJ+«, we assume

N2m-2mjAZjk)^0 as Ô-+0, each/:. (2.6)

We shall make use of

LEMMA 2.1. If (I) and (II) hold, then there is a unique self-adjoint operator H
on L2 such that C^czD^m1'2) and

(Hu9 v) (P(D) u + Q(x9 D) u, v), u,

Next, let F be the set of those real X for which there is a ÇeE" satisfying />(£)=A,
gradP (£)=(). It can be shown that F consists of a finite number of points (cf. Agmon
[19]). We shall prove

LEMMA 2.2. IfXis not in F, then the limit

|P($)-A|<1

exists for each xeEn (hère jc{=^H \-xnÇJ. The convergence is uniform on

boundedsets and Kx(x) is infinitely differentiable.
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The proof of this lemma will be given in Section 5. Our final hypothesis will be

given in terms of the fonction (2.7).

(III) For each/, k, s, t and each

sup f (\gjk(y)\2 + \hst(y)\2) \Pj(D)Pt(D)Kx(x-y)\ dy<œ, (2.8)
X J

and there are positive constants a, C such that

sup J (\gjk (y)\2 +1 A, (y)\2) Pj (D) Pt (D)
(2 9)X

One of our main results is

THEOREM 2.3. Under hypothèses (I)—(III) the operator H given in Lemma 2.1

has the folîowing properties:
1) There is a closed set eczE1 of (Lebesque) measure 0 such that H restricted to

E[a(P0) — (ru ej] L2 is absolutely continuous (hère E(I) dénotes the spectral measure
associated with H).

2) The absolutely continuous part of H is unitarily équivalent to Po.

3) The wave operators

W=s- lim eitHe~itPo (2.10)

exist and are complète.

4) The invariance principle holds.

5) The intertwining relations

HW± W±P0 (2.11)

hold.

6) The operator S= W% W_ is unitary on L2 and commutes with Po.

Perhaps a few words of explanation are in order. The limit in (2.10) is the strong
limit (taken when the operator is applied to each ueL2). Completeness of the wave

operators means that their ranges coincide. This is required for S to be unitary. The
invariance principle means that

W±=s- lim eit<p(H) e'W™ (2.12)
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holds for any function cp (X) satisfying

as t^ + oo (2.13)

o i
for any compact interval / contained in cr(P0) — e. Note that (2.13) holds trivially for
cp(X)=À. Further explanations of the conclusions of Theorem 2.3 may be found in
Section 3 and in Kato [4, Chapter X].

A slight variation of Theorem 2.3 is given by

THEOREM 2.4. The conclusions ofTheorem 2.3 hold ifhypothesis (III) is replaced

by

(IIT) For each y, k, s, t and each

y)la) (2.14)

\Pj(D)Pt(D)Kx(x-y)\2dxdy<œ

and

jj\gJk M2 (l& (y)\2+\hm (y)\2 (2.15)

\Pj(D)Pt(D) \_Kx(x-y)-KAx-

for some positive constants a, C.

Next we restrict our attention to operators which are rotationally invariant.
Assume that

where p{t) is a polynomial of degree m in one variable. In this case we can compute
the functions (2.7) explicitly. In fact we hâve

THEOREM 2.5. //(2.16) holds andl$T, then

Kx{x)=n2{2nl\x\Y £ tlJy{tk\x\)ip' (£), (2.17)
(2 A

where y=\n — 1 and the tk are the positive roots ofp (t2) X (hère p' dénotes the deriva-

tive ofp), Moreover, one has

)'1-"2 (2.18)
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for each \i and

for each a>0 and p.
Using the estimâtes (2.18) and (2.19), we hâve

THEOREM 2.6. Suppose P(£) is rotationally invariant and that (I) and (II) hold.
Assume also that for eachj and k there is a f$<\{n—\) such that

(2.20)

Then ail of the conclusions ofTheorem 2.3 hold.

THEOREM 2.7. Suppose P(Ç) is rotationally invariant and that (I) and (II) hold.

Assume also that for each j and k there are numbers Ô > 0, a ^ 0 and p^oo such that

2n

and

J
\*-y\<à

Then ail ofthe conclusions ofTheorem 2.3 hold.

3. An Abstract Theorem

We now give a theorem in Hilbert space which we use in proving our results in
Section 2. It is a variation ofthe Kato-Kuroda approach (cf. [1-7]), and we found it
most useful for the applications at hand. We believe that it is of interest in its own
right. Our results are similar to Theorems 3.11-3.13 of [7,1], but there are important
différences. In particular, we were unable to use the results of Kuroda to obtain the
theorems of Section 2.

First we discuss notations and conventions. For a Hilbert space «#*, the norm and

scalar product will be denoted by || \# and )jr> respectively. Bffl, tf) will
dénote the set of bounded linear operators from tf to Jf. We shall write B{3tf) for
B{3f, tf). AU operators wiU be densely defined. The doman and range of an operator
will be denoted by D(A) and R(A), respectively. Its résolvent and spectrum sets will
be denoted by g (A) and a {A), respectively. The closure of a closable operator will be
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denoted by \_A~]a. AU subsets of the real line will be Borel sets. For each such set /,
Xj will dénote its characteristic fonction. The Hilbert space of ail strongly measurable

^f-valued functions with square integrable norms over / will be denoted by L2 (/, ^f
IczcJ will mean that the closure / of / is a compact subset of J.

A bilinear form a(u, v) with domain D{a) is a complex valued functional on

D(a)xD (a) which is linear in u and conjugate linear in v. D (a) is to be a subspace of
a Hilbert space (cf. [22, Chapter XII]). An operator A is associatedwith a bilinear form
a(u, v) if the statements ueD(A) and Au=f sltq équivalent to ueD(a) and a(u, v)

(/, v) for ail veD(a). Every self-adjoint operator is associated with a bilinear form.
Our assumptions are
1. His a self-adjoin opertator on a Hilbert space ffî. Let {E(X}} dénote its spectral

family and {£(/)} its spectral measure. For Çeg (*#*), set i*(£) (£ — H)'1. AH norms
and scalar products without subscripts will be those of H.

2. There are an open subset a of the real line, a Hilbert space ^ and a unitary
operator Ffrom E(a)J^ onto L2(a, fé7) such that

-l Xl, /<=a. (3.1)

3. There are a Hilbert space X and closed operators A, B from H to K such that

B D(\H\i/2)aD(A)nD(B). (3.2)

4. A is injective.
5. There is a ^qeq{H) such that £i*(Ç) DR(Co) A*~\a is a compact operator on JT

for each Çeg(H).
6. There are continuous functions Q± (X) from Ato£(Jf such that [#K(0 ^4*]fl

converges in norm to Q± (X) as Ç -> Jl for each Ae a
7. There is a function M(X) on a with values in B{cf) which is integrable over any

compact subset of a and such that

— (E(X) A*u, A*v) (M{X) u, v)x a.e. u, veD(A*) (3.3)

8. There is a self-adjoint operator Ht on 3tf such that D(\H1\1/2)=D and its
associated bilinear form satisfies

*!(«, !?)=*(«, v) + (Bu, Av)*9 u, veB, (3.4)

where A(w, t;) is the bilinear form associated with H. We let {E1(X}} and {
dénote the spectral family and measure of Hu respectively. For ÇgqÇHî) we put
^(CMC-tfi)-1.

The main theorem of this section is:
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THEOREM 3.1. Under Assumptions 1-8, there is a closed set ecz a of Lebesgue
measure 0 and unitary operators W± from E(a)3#? onto E1(a —e)jf such that:

(a) H1W± W±HonE(A)je
(b) S= W* W- is unitary on E{ a 2? and commutes with H.

(c) W±u lim eitHl e~itHu, u eE a Jf

(d) The invariance principle holds.

We give the proof by means of a séries of lemmas. Lemmas 3.2-3.5 were proved
in [7,1]. We make the following définitions.

in

e± {Àe a | G± (A) is not injective}

e e+ ue_

G1±(A) G±(A)-1 in A-e.

LEMMA 3.2. 77te set e is closed and of Lebesgue measure 0.

LEMMA3.3. For

(3.5)

(3.6)

LEMMA 3.4. G± (C) is continuous in 77*, awrf Gl± (C) is continuous in 17^_e.

G1±(O C?±(C)-1 *i #*-«, (3.7)

LEMMA 3.5. /// is bounded, then [E(I) A*]a is in B(JT, tf\
LEMMA 3.6. Set

T=Tà=FE(a)A*.
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Then T maps D(A*) into L2 a V). Also

a.e., ii, t>eD(i4*). (3.8)

/. Let / be any subset of a Then

*u, A*v) (E(a)E(I)E(a) A*u, E(a) A*v)

f (FE(I)E(A)A*u,FE(A)A*v)«dÀ
A

f Xi (A) (FE a ^*u, F£ a 4*»)* dA
^3'9^

A

(Tu,Tv)«dX.

i
Since this is true for any subset /, we get (2.8).

LEMMA 3.7. R(T) is dense in L2(a, V).
Proof. Let g (X) be any fonction in L2 a c€s). By Assumption 2 there is a w in «#"

such that g=Fw. Since A is injective (Assumption 4), R (A*) is dense in ^f. Thus there

is a séquence {uk} of éléments in D(A*) such that y4*wfc-» w in 3tf. Thus jE"( a A*uk

^ E{ a) w in œ znà FE( a) A*uk-+ FE( a) w in L2 (a ,<#). Q

LEMMA 3.8. For eac/r bounded subset I of a and each bounded Borel measurable

fonction f(X),

{A f(H)E(I) A*Y j /(A) M (A) dk. (3.10)

f. We hâve

(f(H)E(I) A*u9 A*v)= I f{k) ~ (E(À) A*u, A*v) dk

Since D(^*) is dense in Jf, we get (2.10).

LEMMA 3.9.

(M(X)u, v)x=(Txu,Txv)v a.e., u, veD(A*).
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Proof. Apply Lemma 3.6 to Assumption 7.

Set

Thus

Ôe(H-X)=-R(X+ie)R(X-ie).
n

LEMMA 3.10. For almost ail Xe a

[Aôe(H-X) A*Y-+ M(X)

in norm as e -* 0.

Proof, Let / be any compact interval in a Then for

[A5t(H-

The first term on the right equals

-f—- 2

by (3.10). This converges a.e. in norm to M (A). The second term equals

- AR(l+ie) E(R-I)[R(X-ie)
n

Since AR(À + ie) is bounded on E(R—I) for A an interior point of/, this term tends

to 0 in norm as s -> 0 for such X.

LEMMA 3.11. For u, veD(A*)

(5ë(Hm-X)A*u,A*v) (lASB(H-X)A*YG1±(0* G1±(C) v), (3.11)

Proof, The left hand side of (3.11) equals

-(^(O^VMO^)'
n
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where £ A + fe. By (3.6) and (3.7) this equals

- ([R (C) A*J G, ± (C) m, [X (C) ^*]a Gi ± (C) v). Q
71

LEMMA 3.12. If la c a then [^r]fl w i/i j5(jT, L2 a <T)).

Proof. By Assumption 2 we hâve

Thus

and the latter operator is bounded by Lemma 3.5.

LEMMA 3.13. There is a linear map f ofX into L?oc a V) such that

1) fis an extension ofT
2)

3)Xlf
,L2(lV)l /cca.

Proof. For any /cca, define XlTby (3.12). That this defines f a.e. and does not
dépend on the choice of / follows from

The other properties follow from the définition and Lemma 3.12.

LEMMA 3.14.

9v)*=(Txu9fxv)* a.e., u,veJf.

Proof By Lemma 3.9, this holds a.e. for u, veD{A*). Thus for any /cca,

J (M(A) u, v)x dX=j (fku, fxv)« dX (3.13)

I 1

holds for ail w, veD(A*). Since both sides of (3.13) are continuous on Jf x«3f and

D(y4*) is dense in JT, we see that (3.13) holds for w, veJf. Since this is true for any

/cca, the lemma follows.
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LEMMA3.15. Set

Then

a.e., u,veD(A*). (3.14)

Proof. Let s->0 in (3.11). The left hand side converges to the left side of (3.14)
a.e. By Lemmas 3.4 and 3.10, the right hand side converges to

a.e. in a — e. We now apply Lemma 3.14.

Since R(A*) is dense in 2tf, éléments of the forai

"=I £i(/*MX, 4ccA-e,u,6i)(/) (3.15)

are dense in E1 a — e) 3f. For such an élément, set

u±W=i XikWT±,uk. (3.16)
fc=l

Clearly, this is an élément of L2 a *&) with the square of its norm equal to

J (T±aUj, T±xuk)v dX

by (3.14). Thus the mappings u -> u± can be extended to isometries F± of Ex a — e) #F

LEMMA 3.16. The operators F± are surjective.
Proof. Suppose h (X) is in L2 a ^) and

f (jP±w,

A

In particular,
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holds for any /cca —eand ueD(A*). By (3.15) and (3.16), this means

f (T±u, h\ d/l=0, Je c a -e, ueD(A*)

If Iccz a —e, then %{r± is a continuous map from JT to L2(7, ^) (Lemmas 3.4 and
3.13). Since D(A*) is dense in Jf, this implies

j(T±u,

Since this is true for any such interval /, we hâve

=0 a.e.,
or

(TxG1±(X)u,h(X))*=0 a.e.,

Since G1± (À) is surjective for A g a —e, this implies

=Q a.e., vveJT.

In particular, we hâve

(Txv,h(X%=0 a.e., veD(A*).

Thus

f (TAi?, A(A))^dA=0, veD(A*).
A

Since iî(r) is dense in L2(a,#) (Lemma 3.7), this implies that h(X)=0 a.e.

LEMMA 3.17. Eléments oftheform (3.16) are dense in L2 a ^).
Proof. By Lemma 3.16 every élément in L2 a #) is the limit of such éléments.

LEMMA 3.18. /^(J)/^1»*,, on L2(A9V)for each Je: a -e.
Proof. By Lemma 3.17, it suffices to verify this on éléments of the form

±xu, /cca -e, ueD(A*).

By (3.15) and (3.16),
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Thus

F±E1(J)F-±ig=F±El(InJ)A*u
-

LEMMA3.19. Set

Then J0(A) is in B(3T)for each Ae a —e and it is integrable over each set Ici c a — e.

Moreover,for each bounded, Borel measurable function f (X),

in norm a.e. as e -+ 0.

Proof. The first statement is obvious. To prove the second, suppose la c a — e.

For A in the interior of / we write

+ lAf{Ht) ôt(Ht-X) E(R-I) A*f.

The first term equals

1

nj (fi-Ay + e*

i
by Lemma 3.15. This converges to/ (A) Si (A) in norm a.e. as e -* 0. As in the proof of
Lemma 3.10, the second term goes to 0 in norm.

LEMMA 3.20. W±E(I^E^I) W± on E(a) 3^ for each IcA-e, where

±=FtF.
Proof. By Lemma 3.18,

Thus

E±

Hence by Assumption 2,

F*±XlF

Bl(i)w±. a
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LEMMA 3.21. Let Bo be the set ofcomplex valued Borel measurable functions with
compact supports in a — e. Thenfor eachfeBQ and each ueD(A*)

,u) (3.17)

in L2 (R9 Jf)as e ~> 0, and

oo oo

J \\h(X,f,u)fxdX=2njd^\je-^f^)fi(^udJ^ (3.18)

-00 0

Proof, Let Ida a —e contain the support of/. By lemmas 3.14 and 3.15

I

Since/(x) iVÎ(x) ueL2(R, JT), this converges in L2(R, X*) to an élément h(À,f, u).
The identity (3.18) follows from the theory of Fourier transforms. D

LEMMA 3.22. For geB0, u, veD{A*\

G+ (A) u, v)*
(3.19)

± (E(X) A'u.giHj A*v)=g{X) (M{X) G+ (A) u, v
UÂ

Proof. Put C=A+rè. Then by (3.6)

2ni(ôt(H-X) A*u, giHj A*v)

(C) A*Y G(0-[^ (0 A*? G(0} u,g{H,) A*v)
^1-A) A*Y G(Q u, g(Ht) A*v)

+ (lG{V)-G{Çj]u,AR1{Qg(H1)A*v)K.

Take the limit as e -* 0 and use Lemma 3.21. D

LEMMA 3.23. For f, geB0 and u, veD(A*), we hâve

(lW+-r]f(H)A*u,g(H1)A*v)
(3-20)
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Proof. Multiply (3.19) by f(X) and integrate over a. The left side becomes

(f(H) A*u, g(iTi) A*v). The first term on the right becomes

j(Ff (H)E(a) A*u, g(X) T+Xv\ dX

A

j(Ff(H) A*u, F+gÇHj A*v\ dX

by Lemmas 3.14, 3.15 and 3.18.

LEMMA 3.24. Let q> (A) be a real valuedBorelmeasurable function on a such that

oo

[ \( e-WV-^dM2 dÇ->0 as t->oo (3.21)
J J
o i

for each Iczc a —e. Then

eit<p(Hl)e~it(p(H)E(A)u->W+E(A)u as ^ oo

for each

Proof Suppose /ce a and JcczA-e. Put f(X)=Xi^"it(piX) and

By Lemma 3.23,

A*u9 e~it<(>(Hl) Et (J) A*v)

(A)~ G-

holds for ail w, veD(A*). In absolute value the square of this is

1 f 2 f 2

^47T2J + " J
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By (3.18)

00 00

J II A (A, g, v)\\% dX 2n J ^ || J

by (3.21). Since linear combinations of éléments of the form E(I) A*u are dense in
E( a ffî and linear combinations of éléments of the form Ex (J) A*v are dense in

9 wehave

- 0

as t-* oo for ugE(a) Jf and veEi(a — e) «^. By Lemma 2.20, this implies

for ail such u and t>. Thus for such u we hâve

|
2

2 \\u\\2-2Re{ét<p{HÙ e-iUp(H) u, W+u).

Since R(W+) E2(a -^) ^f, this tends to 0 as r-^ oo.

The conclusions of Theorem 3.1 are contained in those of Lemmas 3.2-3.24.
We now make an important observation due to Kato and Kuroda [2].

LEMMA 3.25. Assumption 6 is implied by 6'. There is a function N(X) front a
to B(pf) which is locally Holder continuous and such that

^(E(X)Au,Bv)(N{X)u,v)x, ueD(A*), veD(B*). (3.23)
ak

Proof. As in the case of Lemma 3.8 we get

IB/(H)E(1)A*] =J/(A)JV(A)dA (3.24)

for each Borel le a and each bounded Bord measurable function/(A). Now
suppose /c c a Then

i-0 BR(i) E(R-
+ (/- 02 BR (i) R (C) E(R-I) [R (i) A*Y
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AU but the last term on the right can be easily extended to be continuous in 17*. By
(3.24)

Since N(X) is Holder continuous in /, Privalov's theorem implies that this too can be

extended to be continuous in Uf. Thus Q(Ç) has a continuous extension to 27*. D

4. The Application

We now turn to the proofs of the theorems of Section 2. We take H in Theorem
3.1 to be Po, the closure in L2 ofP(D) on C*. We know that

([14, p. 65]). One checks easily that this set is merely the interval [Ao, oo), where

We take a =a(P0) — r. Thus E{ a is the identity on L2. Assumption 2 of Theorem
3.1 is easily verified (cf. [8] or [7, II]). Next, let JT be the direct sum oî N2 copies of
L2, with each summand having indices/, k each running from 1 to N. Eléments of Jf
will be denoted by {ujk}. We define

If we define A and B first on Co°°, we see that they are closable. By considering the

closures, we obtain closed operators from H=L2 to X*. Note that

(4.1)

and

B*{vJk}=IPk(D)hjkvjk. (4.2)

In particular we hâve

(Q(x,D)u,v)=(Bu,Au)ir (4.3)

For s real, let H*•2 dénote the completion of C<5° with respect to the norm given by
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where F dénotes the Fourier transform. When s is a positive integer, the norm of
Hs'2 is équivalent to the sum of the L2 norms of ail derivatives up to order s. By (2.3)

(Pou,u)>a \MÎt2-Kt \\u \2

where K± is some constant independent of u. Moreover, hypothesis (II) implies that
there is a constant K2 such that

(cf. [14, p. 140]). Thus the symmetric bilinear form

h (u, v) (Pou, v) + (Bu, Av)X9 u, veHm>2 (4.4)

is bounded from below. The operator associated with it is self-adjoint (cf. Theorem 7.6,

chapter 1 of [14]). Since Cq is dense in Hm*2, this operator is unique, and Lemma 2.1

is proved. This also shows that Assumption 3 of Theorem 3.1 is satisfied. It also
follows from hypothesis (II) that hjkPk (D) is P0-compact for each/ and A: ([14, p. 112]).
Thus B is P0-compact and Assumption 5 of Section 3 is verified. We hâve also verified
Assumption 8.

Next we note that we can always arrange things so that A is injective. In fact, if we

set/>()(£)= 1, hok(x) 0 and let gok(x) be functions which do not vanish anywhere
and satisfy hypothèses (I)-(III), then

fi(x,D)= Z/jM gjk(x)hjk(x)Pk(D)9

and nothing is changed. Now Jf becomes (N+1)2 copies of L2 and A is injective. It
therefore remains only to verify that Assumptions 6 and 7 are satisfied.

A simple computation shows that

nFlS.(P0-X) w] rn/g, e,-,2,.2 Fw.

Put

=0,
and
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Then by définition,

when /"dénotes the inverse Fourier transform. Since |<pA>£|<e, we hâve

(<pA,ew, v)-+0 as e-»0, w, veL2.

Thus if w, v are functions in L2 with compact supports, then

* (S* (Po - A) il, i;) ([*AA, E + cpA, J Fil, F»)

EFu, Fv)-+ (Kx*u9 v) as e->0.

Thus if {E(X)} dénotes the spectral family of Po, we hâve

d
n — (EU) u, v) (Kx*u9v). (4.6)dky v ' J v J y J

Thus Assumption 7 will be verified if we can show that the operator AKX*A* can be

extended to a bounded operator on X which is locally Hôlder continuous with respect
to the norm topology. Likewise by Lemma 3.25, Assumption 6 will be satisfied if we

can do the same for the operator BKX- A*. We note that hypothesis (III) implies just
that for both of thèse operators. In fact we hâve

\(Kx*[Pj(D)gJkul Pt{D)hstv)\2

<jj\gjk(g)\2 \Pj(D)Pt(D)Kx(x-y)\ \v{x)\2dxdy

2 \Pj(D)Pt(D)Kx(x-y)\ \u(y)\2dxdy
(4<7)

<c||n||2|M|2.

with the other inequalities similarly verified. This complètes the proof of Theorem 3.

A différent variation of the above inequality proves Theorem 2.4. In fact we hâve

\Pj(D)P,(D) Kx(x-y)\2 dx dy (4.8)

\u{y)v{x)\2dxdy<C\\u\\2\\v\\2,jj
with similar calculations for the other inequalities. This proves Theorem 2.4.

We postpone the proof of Theorem 2.5 until the next section, and turn our atten-
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tion toTheorems 2.6 and 2.7. First we need some lemmas. Let S"'1 dénote the unit
sphère \x\ 1 in E", and let )s dénote the scalar product in L2 (S"1"1).

LEMMA4.1. Ifs>l, then

yxh(co) h(Àœ)9 caeS"-1, (4.9)

is a mapping from (0, oo) to B(HS'2, L2^""1)) which is locally Holder continuons.

This was proved by Kuroda [6, Lemma 4.1].

LEMMA 4.2. Let I be any open interval in a Then there are a finite number of
fonctions yk each mapping I into B(HSt29 L2 (S"'1)) and locally Holder continuons and
such that

— (E(k) u9 v)=Z(ykFu, ykFv)S9 u, veC% (4.10)

Proof. Let rl9...9 rx be the distinct positive roots of /?'(r2) 0 in ascending order.
Let ro=0, rï+1 oo and Jrk=[rk_1, rk\ Let Ik be the range of p(r2) on Jk. By the

implicit function theorem there is a function/k(f )eC°° (Ik) such that

(4.11)

(4.12)

Now

[p(m2)->

'\w7F->
o

8

1 dr

f~A)2 + e
fe ik

T—(Fu(fk(t)co)9Fv(fk(t)co)s

Taking the limit as e -> 0, we obtain

~ (E(A) u, p)= I (ykFu, ykFv)s, (4.12)
«A X 6 Ik

where

2 h(fk(l)o>). (4.13)
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By Lemma 4.1, yk is a mapping from Ik to B(HS*2, L2 (S"1"1)) which is locally Hôlder
continuous. Since the endpoints of the Ik are contained in JT, an arbitrary open interval
[cz a is either contained in Ik or does not intersect it. This gives the lemma.

For a locally square integrable function h we put

LEMMA 4.3. //
(4.14)

then the operator S given by

5 h(y)u(y)e~lx-y]2dy (4.15)

is bounded on L2.

Proof. We hâve

(Su,v) j J (l + |x|2)s/2 «ri*"»2 h(y)u(y)^x)dxdy.

The square of this is bounded by

J J (l + \x\2ye-*-^\h(y)v(x)\2 dxdy

-//¦
COROLLARY 4.4. If (4.14) holds, then the operator L given by

Lu F[e-W2*(hu)} (4.16)

is boundedfrom L2 to Hs*2

Proof We hâve

Apply Lemma 4.3.

LEMMA 4.5. If (4.14) holds, then there exists a mapping Tx of a to B(L2) which

is locally Hôlder continuous and such that

L (JE(A) (An), hv) (Txu9 v)9 u, vel2. (4.17)
dA
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Proof. It clearly suffices to prove (4.12) for u, veCq '. Let /be a component of a
For those Ik which contain /, set

\ (4-18)

(see the proof of Lemma 4.2). Then

Fij/k=oxp [/fc (A)2 — |jc|2] $k, (4.19)

and

^(/k(])û)) l. (4.20)

Thus

kF(hu\yk\
(4.21)

(Tku,v),
where

T' __p2/k(A)2r* * r f4 99^

By Lemma 4.1 and Corollary 4.4, this is a locally Hôlder continuous map of 4 into
B(L2). Ifweput

T*=ÏJ* (4-23)

and apply Lemma 4.2, we obtain (4.17).

LEMMA 4.6. Ifthere is a £<£(«-1) such that

sup fi(y)(l + \x-y\ypdy<oo, (4.24)

(4.17) holdsfor some locally Hôlder continuous map Txfrom a to B(L2).
Proof. By (4.21), (4.10) and (4.6)

Y(ykF(hu)9

=E ^2/(tW2 / / J J Kx(x-y) e-"-"2 A(z) u (z)

xe"1"""' h(t)v(t) dx dy dz dt.
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By (2.18) and (2.19), it suffices to show that the intégral

f f f f (l + \x~y\Jp e-\y~zl2-{x-tl2\h(z)u(z) h(t)v(t)\ dx dy dz dt

is bounded by a constant times \\u\\ \\v\\. But its square is bounded by

f H Ç(l + \x-y\y' e-{'-sl2-lx-'i2\h(z)v(t)\2 dxdydzdt

X f f f f (1 + lx--^r^"b'ï|2"lx"l|2|*(O«WI2dxdj;dzA.

By (4.24), this is bounded by a constant times

f f e~lx-t[2\v(t)\2dxdt f f e~ly'zl2\u(z)\2dydz

which equals a constant times ||w||2 ||y||2. D
For h locally square integrable and a>0 set

«.(*)= J \Hy)\2dy (4.25)

LEMMA 4.7. For each a>0 there is a constant Ca depending only on a and n such

that

\\Hp<Ca\\Kh> l<^^^. (4.26)

Proof. For each k, let z^,..., z$k) be points such that the set ka<\x\ < (/c+1) a
is covered by N(k) balls of radius a and centers at the zf\ We know that there is a

constant cn depending only on n such that

Now
N(k)

J \h{y)\2J h{y)\2 e-^
ka<\x-y\<(k+l)a

Thus
oo oo JV(fc) oo

II«IIP< Z M*ll,< I e-*v I llfi.ll,<c.li«.ll, I (kay-'e-"1"1. D
fc=0 k=0 J=l fc=0

LEMMA 4.8. For each a>0 and a^O there is a constant C depending only on
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a, a and n such that

IIO + wrfilL^ciKi + iJcD-ÉJL. (4.27)

Proof. We may assume # < 1. Set

ka<\x-y\<(k+î)a

Let cn be as in the preceding proof. If \x\ < (2k+2) a, then

where <? dénotes the right side of (4.27). On the other hand, if |x|>(2A; + 2) a, then

\x—y\ <(k+1) a implies \y\ >^|x|. Thus in this case

since the centers of the covering balls are a distance >%\x\ from the origin. Combining
the two estimâtes, we get

for any x. Since the left hand side of (4.27) is ||£ Ak\\^ the resuit follows.

THEOREM4.9. Suppose there are constants a>0, a^O and p^oo satisfying
(1.5) such that

(l + \x\)*naeLp (4.28)

Then there is a mapping Txfrom a to N(L2) which is locally Hôlder continuous and
such that (4.17) holds.

Proof. Let c be a number such that

2na>ol-
and set

*=/>, p<2nl(n+l)
=max[(l-c)/>,()],

Thus t<2n/(n+l) and consequently

f tl(t-l). (4.29)
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Put 9 t/p and ^ a/2(l -0). Then s>%. Let / be a component of a and define Tx

by (4.23). Then Tx maps Q00 into the distributions and

£ (ykF(hu)9ykF(hu))s (Txu9v), u9veC£. (4.30)
/<=/k

If (4.24) holds, then Tx can be extended to a bounded operator on L2, and there is a
such that

(Lemma 4.6). By Hôlder's inequality and (4.29), this is bounded by a constant times
|| fi || f. By Lemma 4.7 this implies

[rj< constant ||fijr. (4.31)

For the case t=p, we are finished. For then a=0 satisfies (1.5), and the resuit follows
from (4.31). To take care of the other case, note that by Lemmas 4.5 and 4.8 there is

a b>0 such that

[Inconstant ||(1 + \x\2)s fijL. (4.32)

Ifwe apply a gênerai interpolation theorem due to Stein and Weiss [20] to (4.31) and

(4.32), we obtain

^constant ||(1 + \x\)'fia\\p.

5. The Remaining Proofs

In this section we shall prove Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 2.5.

Proofof Lemma 2.2. Let I be an open interval containing A and such that le a
Set

Then there is a C00 diffeomorphism cp of Ixl onto Q (cf. [7, II, Proposition 2.2]).
Let J(t, œ) dénote the Jacobian of this transformation. Then

Kx(x)=lim
e-*0 J

eeixi

(t, co) exp {icp (t9 œ) x} dt dœ

(t-y)2+s2
I I

-% J (A, œ) exp {i<p (A, co) x} dco,

(5.1)
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and the convergence is uniform for bounded x. The last formula shows that Kx is

infinitely differentiable.

Proof of Theorem 2.5. Let the intervais Ik, Jk and the fonctions/fc be given as in
Lemma 4.2. Suppose X is any point in a If Xelk, set tk=fk{X). By Bochner's formula
[21, p. 235], Kx(x) is the limit of

=2n(2"M)'ll
-.(2*0" ¦JIW'.WMM)* <")

where the summation is taken over those k for which Xelk. This proves (2.17). To
prove the rest of the lemma, we note that a simple induction shows that D^Kx is a
finite sum of terms of the form

R(x)h(t)Jx(\x\t)l{\x\t)\
where v—\n is an integer ^ — 1, R (x) is a polynomial of degree < v +1 — in, fis one of
the tk and h is infinitely differentiable. This immediately implies (2.18). To prove (2.19),
SQtf(s)=Jv(s)lsv. Then there is a constant c depending only on v such that

\f(s)\ + \f'(s)\*:cl(l+sy+l!\ s>0. (5.3)

Moreover, for each positive integer k there is a constant Ck such that

|/-l|*<Ck|/*-l|, freal. (5.4)

Thus

where s is some value between st and s2. Thus

\f(Rtl)-f(Rt2)\<C
This implies (2.19).
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